


Details 
(Because Brad likes them and April is obliging) 

 
We decided to each add a candy to the selection , 
since I am adding my influence to Brad’s tradition.  
Brad candied the nuts and I made the marshmallows.  
We hope you love them as much as we do. 
 
The cookies are mostly made from recipes with our 
own twists.  I initially resisted the idea of making the 
chocolate chip cookies, because they are common.  
Brad insisted since they are from a recipe I’ve 
tweaked to what we think is the perfect chocolate 
chip cookie.  Brad invented the turtle cookies this 
year, and I love the brownie-like cookie base. 
 
Brad thought the sesame cookies would be an inter-
esting addition because they called for oat flower.  
We used spelt flour instead, since Williamsport gro-
cery stores have an odd selection of exciting flours.  I 
love how peanut buttery they are. 
 
In honor of Brooke’s husband arriving from Britain, 
we provide the orange-scented shortbread dipped in 
chocolate.  The British tradition of orange-chocolate 
flavors at the holidays  is something we learned about 
from Nigella Lawson and at the international section 
at Wegman’s.   
 
I have always loved the pecan ball cookies.  I’ve heard 
of them being called diabetic cookies and wedding 
cookies.  I used my mom’s recipe that only calls for 2 
tablespoons of sugar.   
 
The molasses bullseyes were nearly an epic fail.  I 
thought the doughs wouldn’t stick together after re-
frigeration.  Turns out they did, and I’m pleased with 
how delicate they are.  Brad calls them the yum. 
 
We hope you’ll find our variety of flavors and tex-
tures to be satisfactory and gastronomically inspir-
ing.    Sending you warm, happy thoughts for an ex-
cellent holiday season and extraordinary 2011.   
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